Maintaining your swimming pool
Basic weekly pool maintenance
































Begin brushing the walls down gently but firmly
Turn the water hose on. Do not let the hose go under water, (There is a good reason for this)
Fill up with water to above skimmer but not above liner (If a liner type) > Pump OFF
Check all baskets & clean out
If you have waste hose pipe connected to the fillers plastic waste pipe roll this out so when you
backwash the filter
Turn lever to backwash >
Turn Pump ON
Backwash till water clear & no more than 3 min's > Pump OFF
Turn lever to > Pump ON
Rinse for around 10 sec's > Pump OFF
Turn lever to filter or if you have enough water in the pool vacuum straight to waste keeping a
careful eye on the water level in the pool
Turn Main Drain valve to > Close
If you have 2 skimmers then close one of the ports OFF in one of the skimmers
Open fully the 2nd port on second skimmer
Assuming you only have one skimmer connect cornea & cleaning equipment to second skimmer
fill the vacuum hose pipe up with water > Pump ON
If you only have one skimmer connect cornea & cleaning equipment to that skimmer
You may have a “vacuum point” use this to connect the cleaning hose too
Begin vacuuming the floor in nice east stokes back and forth, working your way around the pool
Constantly keep an eye on the water levels.
Regularly stop to check and empty the baskets. If you can switch off the pump
When you have finished cleaning the pool fill pool to correct level > Pump OFF
Open the main drain (this is the sump in the bottom of the pool) gate valves
Remove cleaning equipment cornea etc.
Open second skimmers port (if you have a second skimmer)
Re-check everything
Turn lever on the multiport to filter
Prime the pump and put the pump on heck everything once more
Check water balance
Test the pH (7.2 to 7.4). TA Calcium hardness etc.
Shock water if necessary. Preferably in the evening
Leave 24 hrs and Re-check, pH Balance, TA, Chlorine etc
Warning! Do not use the pool till safe to swim in
Read all instruction on the containers of any chemicals or cleaning tools and wear PPE
Read your manual carefully

